4 TIES FOR TRACT 8127
TIES SET BY RAUB-BEIN-FROST & ASSOC.
William J. Frost "L.S. 3109"

A: Set Orange County Survey Type "A" Mon.
   with Tack & Tag "L.S. 3109"
B: Set Spike & Washer "L.S. 3109"
C: Set Lead & Tag "L.S. 3109"
X: Chiseled Cross on Curb

SEE PAGE 42
TIES FOR TRACT 8127
Set by Raul Benitez & ASSOC.
William J. Frost "L.S. 3109"

A = Set Orange County Survey Mon Type "A"
cap well with Tag "L.S. 3109" set in conc.

B = Set Spike & Washer "L.S. 3109"

C = Set Lead & Tag "L.S. 3109" in curb

X = Chiseled Cross on curb

LOT 13
LOT 14
LOT 15
LOT 16
LOT 17
LOT 62
LOT 61
LOT 60
LOT 59

I. LAURELWOOD LANE

AVOCADO LANE

SEE PGE #1
TIES FOR TRACT 8127
TIES SET BY RAUB, BEIN, FROST & ASSOC.
WILLIAM J. FROST "L.S. 3109"

A = Set Orange County Survey Mark - Type "A"
B = Stake & Weld "L.S. 3109" set in cone
C = Set Spike & Washer "L.S. 3109"
X = Chiseled Cross on Curb
SURVEYED BY: RAOUL BEIN FROST & ASSOC.
William J. Frost: "L.S. 3109".

- Set Orange County Survey Mon.
- Set Type "A": Cap Well with tag "L.S. 3109" set in Concrete.
- Set Spike & Washer "L.S. 3109".
- Set Lead & Tag "L.S. 3109" in curb.

X = Chiseled Cross on curb.

[Diagram of a survey with annotations and measurements.]